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Abstract: The telecommunication industry is concerned about the energy costs of its 

operating infrastructure, and the associated greenhouse gas emissions. At present, more 

than half of the total energy consumption of data centers is for the power and cooling 

infrastructure that supports the storage and communication equipment. One method of 

reducing energy consumption is an approach called ―free air cooling,‖ where the ambient 

air is used to cool the equipment directly, thereby reducing the energy consumed in 

cooling and conditioning the air. However, the impacts of this approach on the 

performance and reliability of telecommunication equipment need to be identified. The 

implementation of free air cooling changes the operating environment, including 

temperature, humidity and airborne contamination, which may have a significant impact 

on the performance and reliability of telecom equipment. This paper presents the 

challenges posed by free air cooling and presents a multi-stage process for evaluating and 

mitigating the potential risks arising from this new operating environment.  

Key words: Free air cooling; Data centers; Reliability; Energy cost; Risk mitigation; 

Base stations; Prognostics.  

1. Introduction: To support the global telecommunication infrastructure and digital 

information management, data centers have become essential and they are installed all 

over the world. Data centers include the buildings, facilities, and rooms that contain 

enterprise servers, communication equipment, cooling equipment, and power equipment, 

and they generally provide the computing backbone of telecommunication infrastructures 

[1]. Approximately 1.5–3.0% of the energy produced in industrialized countries is being 

consumed by data centers [2] [3]. The electricity consumed by data centers in Western 

Europe, for example, was about 56 TWh1 (costing about 12 billion USD) in 2007 and 

was projected to increase to 104 TWh per year by 2020 (costing about 22 billion USD 

assuming constant energy price) [1]. The electricity cost for U.S. data centers was 

calculated to be approximately 4.5 billion USD in 2006, and the energy consumption in 

2006 was more than double the amount consumed in 2000 [2]. As a consequence, data 

                                                             
1 Terawatt hours (1012). 
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centers account for nearly 14% of the information and communication technology 

industry’s greenhouse gas emissions [4].  

Due to the growing energy cost and its associated environmental concerns, there has been 

a great deal of interest in finding ways to save energy in telecommunication infrastructure 

operations. At present, more than 50% of the energy consumed by data centers is devoted 

to the power and cooling infrastructure that supports the electronic equipment operation 

[2], which provide an opportunity to reduce energy consumption by modifying the 

cooling methodology.  

An approach called ―free air cooling‖
2
 is increasingly being used in the telecom industry, 

which uses outside ambient air to cool equipment in data centers directly when the 

condition of the ambient air is within the required operating condition ranges. This 

process reduces or eliminates the need for the air conditioning, resulting in significant 

energy savings for cooling. As a demonstration project, Intel utilized this cooling method 

for a data center for 10 months. This process resulted in about USD 2.87 million (a 67% 

savings of total energy) saved in the operation of a 10-MW data center [5]. One of Dell’s 

data center in Austin, TX realized $179k (about 15% reduction) by free air cooling in the 

first four months of 2010, although the climate in Austin is not ideal for the 

implementation of this cooling method [6]. Due to the significant energy savings, free air 

cooling is likely to achieve wider adoption in the future. 

This paper presents the challenges posed by free air cooling. It reviews the operating 

conditions required in the widely accepted industry standards and used in current data 

centers, as well as the operating condition changes due to the implementation of free air 

cooling. The reliability risks associated with these changes are analyzed. This paper 

finally presents framework for a prognostics-based method to identify and mitigate the 

potential risks to equipment used in the infrastructure.  

Free air cooling eliminates the traditional air conditioner by pulling in ambient air, 

cycling it through the equipment, and flushing it back outside typically using an airside 

economizer. There are differences among the airside economizers designed by different 

companies. Figure 1 shows a typical example [7]. Generally, an airside economizer 

comprises sensors, ducts, dampers and containers, which control the appropriate volume 

and temperature of air to the installation. Although ambient air is used to cool the 

equipment directly, the data center operator may wish to set an environmental range for 

the supply air in order to protect the equipment from extreme operating conditions. This 

environmental range can be based on the recommended operating ranges given by 

published standards.  

                                                             
2 It is called ―fresh air cooling‖ in some literatures.  
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Figure 1: Schematic of Airside Economizer with Airflow Path [7] 

If the outside ambient air conditions are within this range, or if they can be brought 

within the range by mixing of cold outside air with warm return air, then outside air can 

be used for data centers for cooling via an air-side economizer fan. If the conditions 

achievable by economization and mixing of outside air are beyond the set ranges, a 

chiller and humidity control system could be implemented to internally re-circulate 

conditioned air instead of outside air for cooling. In some cases, the air side economizer 

can be isolated in favor of back up air-conditioning system. 

1 Risks Associated with Free Air Cooling: There are several industry standards 

that recommend operating environment ranges for telecom infrastructure equipment and 

the data centers operate within these ranges. The purpose of the recommended operating 

ranges is to give guidance to data center operators and the equipment manufacturers in 

order to use and develop the products for the data centers with high performance and 

reliability. Implementation of free air cooling usually requires conditions beyond the 

recommended operating range, including increased room temperatures and uncontrolled 

humidity which may pose risks of performance and reliability to telecom infrastructure 

equipment. 

1.1 Environmental Standards and Data Center Operation: Temperature and humidity 

ranges in data centers are often based on industry standards. Currently, most data centers 

operate with an inlet air temperature range set between 20
o
C and 25

o
C using air 

conditioning. A survey of fourteen of Sun’s
3
 data centers in 2007 showed that eight had 

the temperature set at 20
o
C, five at 22

o
C, and one at 23

o
C [8]. Typical humidity levels in 

data centers are often maintained between 35%RH and 55%RH [9].  

The American Society of Heating, Refrigerating, and Air-Conditioning Engineers, Inc. 

(ASHRAE) published ―Thermal Guidelines for Data Centers and Other Data Processing 

Environments‖ in 2004, which provides allowable and recommended operating condition 

limits for data centers, including temperature and humidity. ASHRAE expanded the 

operating condition limits in 2008, as shown in Table 1 [10]. These revised specifications 

may result in more operating hours of airside economizers.  

                                                             
3 Now Oracle  
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Table 1: ASHRAE Operating Condition Limits [10] 

 

 Recommended 
Allowable 

2004 version 2008 version 

Low temperature 20
o
C 18

o
C 15

o
C 

High temperature 25
o
C 27

o
C 32

o
C 

Low relative humidity 40%RH 25%RH
4
 20%RH 

High relative humidity 55%RH 60%RH 80%RH 

 

The Telcordia Generic Requirements GR-63-CORE [11] and GR-3028-CORE [12] 

provide the requirement of the operating environment for telecom equipment. The 

humidity ranges are slightly different from these in ASHRAE since different standards 

often provide their own recommendations, as shown in Table 2. 

 

Table 2: Telcordia Operating Condition Limits [11] [12] 

 

 
Recommended 

(GR-63-CORE) 

Allowable 

(GR-3028-CORE) 

Low temperature 18
o
C

5
 5

o
C 

High temperature 27
o
C 40

o
C 

Low relative humidity 5%RH 5%RH 

High relative 

humidity 
55%RH 85%RH 

 

1.2 Risks Associated with Free air cooling: Changes in temperature may go beyond the 

specified ranges of some components, thus causing electrical parameter variations of 

components and systems. As a result of the parameter variations, particularly at hot spots, 

                                                             
4 The humidity limits in the 2008 version are in terms of temperature and dew point, for example, the high end relative 

humidity is 60oC with 15oC dew point. This table shows the equivalent relative humidity limits in terms of RH to show 
the limit expansion directly. 
5 Here the temperature is ambient temperature of equipment, which refers to conditions at a location 1.5 m (59 in) 
above the floor and 400 mm (15.8 in) in front of the equipment. 
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there is a risk of intermittent out of the system specification behaviors. This kind of 

intermittent behaviors can result in intermittent failures of the electrical products or 

systems, which are the loss of some function or performance characteristic in a product for 

a limited period of time and subsequent recovery of the function Error! Reference source 

not found.. An intermittent failure may be not easily predicted, nor is it necessarily 

repeatable. However, it can be and often is recurrent, especially during temperature 

variations.  

Power densities in data centers have been increasing over time, and it may reach almost 

100 watts per square foot of raised floor area [2]. Although increased fan speeds and 

more air movement can remove more heat from data center, it seems that the 

implementation of free air cooling will result in increased temperature, which may cause 

the equipment to exceed the designed-for ranges of most current equipment. Some 

equipment is designed to a temperature range beyond the recommended operating range, 

but other equipment can be sensitive to temperature changes. For example, the 

recommended temperature for batteries in data centers and base stations is usually 25°C, 

and the allowable temperature range is 15°C to 30°C [13]. The increase of temperature 

may accelerate the corrosion of bipolar plates in batteries affecting the lifetimes of 

batteries which is generally the highest around 25°C operating temperature [13]. 

Uncontrolled humidity may also cause reliability risks in telecom equipment in data 

centers. Typical humidity levels in data centers are often maintained between 40% and 

60%RH. This controlled environment provides very effective protection against a number 

of corrosive failure mechanisms, such as electrochemical migration and conductive 

anodic filament (CAF) formation. CAF formation is an electrochemical process that 

involves the transport of a metal across a nonmetallic medium under the influence of an 

applied electric field [14]. The introduction of fresh air from the outside could potentially 

result in significant swings in ambient humidity. For example, according to the Intel case, 

the humidity inside the data center varied from 4%RH to more than 90%RH [5]. Both 

high and low humidity regimes can activate and accelerate some failure mechanisms. 

CAF can be accelerated by high humidity
6
, while electrostatic discharge (ESD), which is 

the sudden and momentary electric current that flows between two objects at different 

electrical potentials and is caused by direct contact or induced by an electrostatic field, is 

more common in low humidity environments.  

Minimal contamination control is another potential factor to affect the reliability of 

telecom equipment in data centers. There is usually minimal contamination control under 

free conditions in data centers [5], which will also accelerate some critical failure 

mechanisms, e.g., corrosion. The particle contamination can be improved by filters; 

however, the gaseous contamination may be very difficult to be controlled during the 

                                                             
6 Some researchers consider the primary cause for CAF is dew point rather than relative humidity, and the 2008 
version of ASHRAE thermal guideline for data centers uses the term ‖dew point‖ to replace ―relative humidity‖ in the 
operating condition requirement. 
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implementation of free air cooling. Sulfur-bearing gases, such as SO2 and H2S, can cause 

hardware corrosion [15], however, the SO2 Concentration outdoor may be three times as 

that of that indoor [16], which means that some mechanisms, e.g., corrosion, will be 

significantly accelerated under free air cooling. 

Free air cooling may also accelerate wear-out in cooling equipment (e.g., fans). When the 

operating temperature is increased, the cooling system controls may increase the fan 

speed and duty cycle to offset the temperature increase affecting their reliability.  

2 Overview of Evaluation Process Based on Product Operation Stage: This 

evaluation process considers three stages of equipment life cycle (shown in Figure 2) 

design, test, and operation. Design is the process of originating a plan for creating a 

product, structure, system, or part. Test is the process of using machines, tools, equipment, 

and experiments to assess the capability of a product to meet its requirements. Operation 

means that the equipment is already in place and is being used by the end users. The 

evaluation process starts with the identification of operating condition ranges with free air 

cooling for data centers. Identification of an operating condition range is fundamentally 

necessary for the following assessment.  

 

Simulation 

and virtual  

qualification

Identification of product life cycle stage 

Prognostics-based  

assessment

Standard-based 

system-level and 

assembly-level test

Design OperationTest

Parts selection

Initial design
Prognostics-based  

monitoring

Final design

Identification of operating condition range

Is 

operating condition 

within standard

requirement?Yes No

 

 

Figure 2: Schematic of the evaluation process 

 

The next step in the assessment process is the identification of the product’s life cycle 

stage. In the next three sections, the evaluation process is shown for the three identified 

product lifecycle stages. In each subsection, the available information and hardware are 

discussed first, and then the process is described within those constraints. 

3 Design Stage: During the design stage, the functional requirements of the product 

are defined. However, the hardware is not yet finalized. Even though the product does not 

exist physically, the material and performance information regarding the potential parts 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Machine
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tool
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can be used to assess the performance and reliability of the product. Prior experience with 

the use of similar parts and designs can also be used to augment existing information for 

part assessment. When the equipment is assessed at this stage, an iterative process is 

followed to finalize the design and the bill of material. 

In the design stage, the evaluation process includes initial design, part selection, 

simulation and virtual qualification, and final design. The first step in the design stage is 

to design a product based on an understanding of the information about the new 

environment and the expected functional and reliability requirements. This paper deals 

with environmental conditions with wider ranges of temperature and humidity. The local 

operating temperatures of the parts in the system will need to be estimated for the new 

environmental range. Another issue that affects a part’s temperature is the cooling 

algorithm of its local cooling equipment (e.g., fan). When the fan speed is dynamic, the 

part temperature may not increase linearly with the ambient temperature changes since 

the fan speed will increases [10]. Other information, such as the data of part 

performances in similar operating conditions, can be also useful to estimate the part 

temperature. 

Parts selection is based on the part data sheets and the local operating conditions. The 

data sheets contain part type and category, electrical ratings, thermal ratings, mechanical 

ratings, electrical and thermal characteristics, functional description, and so on. In this 

case, two types of ratings are important for the selection: absolute maximum ratings 

(AMR) and recommended operating conditions (RoC). The IEC defines AMR as the 

―limiting values of operating and environmental conditions applicable to any electronic 

device of a specific type as defined by its published data, which should not be exceeded 

under the worst possible conditions.‖[17]. Recommended operating conditions are the 

ratings on a part within which the electrical specifications are guaranteed [17]. According 

to the contents of the datasheets, the parts can be initially selected. 

In the third step in this phase, the initial design with the initially selected parts is 

evaluated and improved by a virtual qualification process. Performance simulation and 

virtual qualification are used to evaluate the functional performance and the reliability of 

the product, respectively. During the performance evaluation, the system design is 

evaluated to determine whether it can meet or exceed the expected functional 

requirements under the life cycle conditions. An example of a performance simulation 

tool for semiconductors is the Simulation Program with Integrated Circuit Emphasis 

(SPICE) [18][18]. This tool and its many commercial and academic variations are used to 

evaluate the performance of semiconductor parts. The virtual qualification process uses 

physics of failure (PoF) models of the critical failure mechanisms [19]. The failure 

mechanisms can be identified and their impact on the parts can be estimated through this 

process. To begin, stress analysis is first performed to determine the local operating 

conditions of the parts. These stress analysis results are then used as input for the failure 

models. For example, some versions of SPICE, such as HSPICE and PSPICE, have 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/PSPICE
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functionalities that can help evaluate electronic parts for their susceptibility to a few 

electrically driven failure mechanisms such as time dependent dielectric breakdown 

(TDDB) and negative bias temperature instability (NBTI). When used in this manner, 

SPICE serves as a virtual qualification tool. 

Based on the results of virtual qualification, the design is improved and the parts 

re-selected if necessary. Then the improved design with the new parts is re-evaluated by 

virtual qualification. This process is repeated until the results show that the design meets 

the expected requirements under the new environment. 

This phase closes with the creation and release of the final design to the product 

manufacture stage. From this point onwards additional testing will continue to assess the 

manufactured product. This process is described in the next subsection.  

4 Test Stage: Typically, the manufacturing process of a product has typically been 

completed at this stage. However, this stage can be extended to the situation that the whole 

manufacturing process is not finished but the design modification is impossible due to the 

constrains of time and cost implications. If a product design is modified during its 

manufacture process, the assessment should go back to the design stage and re-start the 

evaluation. In addition, it is possible that designs taken the new environment into 

consideration in the design stage will still need to go through the basic assessment steps to 

ensure that the manufactured product will meet its performance and reliability goals. This 

assessment also need to account for the fact that any given component in the system may 

have several different suppliers and each supplier’s component may have slightly different 

ratings. 

Based on the identification of operating condition ranges under free air cooling conditions, 

it can be determined whether the operating conditions are within the standards’ 

requirements. If so, the equipment will be evaluated by the test methods provided by the 

standard. Otherwise, the equipment will be evaluated by a prognostics-based assessment 

method.  

4.1 Standards-based Assessment: This paper applies a widely-used standard, Telcordia 

Generic Requirements GR-63-CORE [11], for system-level and assembly-level 

assessment for free air cooling conditions. The Telcordia GR-63-CORE provides a test 

method for equipment in a network equipment building system. Its operating condition 

requirements are shown in Table 2. If the ambient temperature and relative humidity 

associated with free air conditions are within the required ranges, the tests in Telcordia 

Generic Requirements GR-63-CORE are valid for the equipment.  

The operating temperature and humidity test in this standard can be used to assess the risks 

of free air cooling at system-level and assembly-level. The equipment operates during the 

test, which lasts about one week. The failure criteria are based on the ability of the 

equipment to operate throughout the test period. If a product can operate properly during 

the test, it can be considered satisfactorily functional. This test is performed for 
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qualification but cannot be used to predict reliability over the expected life time. In the test, 

the controlled conditions are temperature and relative humidity (RH). The temperature 

range is from -5
o
C to 50

o
C, and the relative humidity range is from less than 15% to 90%. 

The temperature and humidity profiles are shown in Figure 3. 
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Figure 3: Operating temperature and humidity test
7 

4.2 Prognostics-Based Assessment: If operating conditions with free air cooling are 

outside standards’ requirements, the standards-based method is no longer valid. In this 

case, a practical alternative way to evaluate and mitigate the risks of free air cooling 

conditions is prognostics and health management (PHM). PHM is the process of 

monitoring the health of a product and predicting the remaining useful life of a product by 

assessing the extent of deviation or degradation of a product from its expected state of 

health and its expected usage conditions [20], which can be used to estimate the reliability 

of equipment under fresh air conditions even if there are few failures in the tests.  

4.2.1 PHM Approaches: Prognostics and health management (PHM) is a method that 

permits the assessment of the reliability of a product (or system) under its actual conditions 

[20]. PHM can provide advance warning of failures, minimize unscheduled maintenance, 

reduce equipment downtime, and improve product design. Generally, PHM methods 

include the physics-of-failure (PoF) approach, the data-driven approach, or a combination 

of both approaches (a fusion approach). 

PoF is an approach to prognostics that utilizes knowledge of a product’s life cycle loading 

and failure mechanisms to perform reliability assessment [20]. The data-driven approach 

uses statistics and probability for analyzing current and historical data to estimate 

remaining useful life (RUL) [20]. The fusion model combines PoF models and 

data-driven models for prognostics [21]. The fusion model overcomes the shortfalls of 

the individual approaches. The PoF model can identify the root cause of failure and can 

be applied to non-operating conditions, but it is difficult to implement in complex 

systems. The data-driven model is not limited by system complexity, but it cannot be 

applied in a non-operating state because it requires the monitoring of system parameters. 

                                                             
7 There are some special humidity profiles in the test, which are ranges of RH instead of exact RH values, such as any 
RH and any RH below 15%. In this figure, 100% represents any RH and 0% represents any RH below 15%.  
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The fusion model provides a means of overcoming the disadvantages of individual 

models and uses the advantages of each model to increase the accuracy of predictions in 

operating and non-operating conditions [21].  

All the PHM approaches can be implemented to assess the reliability risks under free air 

cooling in data centers. It is impractical to assess all equipment in data centers as a whole. 

This approach prefers to test equipment separately. Thus, the systems in this approach are 

equipment like servers, storage, and routers.  

4.2.2 Prognostics-Based Assessment: A prognostics-based assessment starts with 

FMMEA, which is conducted to identify the critical failure mechanisms of the system and 

the associated critical subsystems (parts) within this operating condition range [22]. For the 

critical failure mechanisms, appropriate accelerated testing methods can be selected [22]. 

Then the parameters of the critical subsystems (parts) (e.g., voltage, current, resistance, 

thermal resistance) are monitored by sensors and other tools. Based on in situ load 

monitoring of the critical subsystems, the PoF approach can be used to calculate the 

accumulated damage of the critical subsystems due to known critical failure mechanisms 

and predict the remaining useful life (RUL) of the critical subsystems in data centers.  

The data-driven method is used to detect system anomalies based on system monitoring. 

System monitoring covers system performance (e.g., uptime, downtime and quality of 

service) and as many system parameters as possible (e.g., voltage, current, resistance, 

temperature, humidity, vibration, and acoustic signal) by using sensors and other tools 

(hardware and software). The data-driven method identifies the failure precursor 

parameters based on the system performance and the collected data. The trending of the 

failure precursor parameters is used to predict the RUL. In addition, the collected data is 

useful for failure analysis. If a new failure mechanism is identified by failure analysis, 

FMMEA should be conducted again. If the system operating and environmental data and 

the critical failure mechanisms are known, the fusion approach can be applied to predict 

the RUL. This process is shown in Figure 4. 

 

FMMEA

Critical subsystems

(parts) monitoring

System health status RUL estimations  

System

monitoring 

New failure 

mechanism 
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POF 

approach
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approach
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critical failure
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Figure 4: Flowchart of prognostics-based assessment 
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5 Operation Stage: At this stage, the equipment is already in place and being 

operated in data centers. If the systems are not designed for the new environment but the 

end users want to save energy by increasing the operating temperature, the performance 

test should be executed by the end users themselves before the operating temperatures are 

increased. At this point, performing accelerated tests on the complete system is not 

feasible. It is impractical to interrupt the service for test purposes, and as a result it is 

impossible to run the equipment to failure for assessment, because this would disturb the 

service and cause the additional expense of equipment failure. So there are some risks to 

apply the standard-based assessment to equipment at this stage since the assessment may 

actually cause equipment failures if the equipment is close to wear-out or if it has already 

been operated for an extended period of time. In addition, it is also impractical for end 

users to perform the necessary part-level testing, because it requires knowledge of the 

thermal sensitivities of the internal parts in the system. A reasonable alternative is 

prognostics-based monitoring, which monitors the system’s health status, provides 

advance warning of failures, and then helps to identify and mitigate the risks of free air 

cooling. 

Prognostics-based monitoring is not fundamentally different from the process already 

described except that accelerated testing is no longer used. Besides providing the RUL, 

prognostics-based monitoring can help identify impending intermittent failures. An 

intermittent failure is the loss of some function or performance characteristic in a system 

for a limited period of time followed by recovery of the function. These failures can be 

identified by the monitoring and analysis of the failure precursor parameter trending 

(data-driven approach) or calculated accumulated damage (PoF approach) of the 

equipment. If the calculated accumulated damage or the failure precursor parameter 

trending is significantly different from the failure criteria, the temporary loss of system 

function can be considered an intermittent failure. 

6 Conclusions: Implementation of free air cooling began in an ad-hoc basis without 

the industry getting ready for its intended and unintended consequences. We have shown 

in this paper that this situation requires assessment steps that span across various product 

development and utilization stages. Physics of failure based assessment using design for 

reliability principles will allow the product manufacturers to make a product suitable for 

use in free air cooling environment. In this method of risk mitigation, there is an 

opportunity of turning the potential reliability risks from free air cooling into an 

opportunity of introducing modern state of the art design and qualification practices in 

the telecommunications domain. 

When the equipment are already in place with or without taking free air cooling 

environment into account while designing, prognostics-based methods can provide a way 

to assess whether current equipment can still be used in such conditions. Such assessment 

help decide on product usage modification pattern to keep the system reliable under new 
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environment. The monitoring process and data analysis also provide information toward 

decision making on data center expansion. 

The methods proposed in this paper helps improve product design by taking the failure 

mechanisms of concern into consideration thereby reducing failure probabilities and 

avoiding overdesign. The cost savings from higher equipment reliability can be achieved 

at any stage of product development using this methodology in addition to the cost 

savings from energy consumption reduction with free air cooling. 
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